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Letter from the "One Time" Editor | Doug Tillett

I need to tell you about Bob Fernee. I’ve known that guy

knew of Bob, and we got a lot of buzz with him as our

back in 1983, I bought my first pair of running shoes from

died down. He was constantly and consistently thinking

for the longest time. When I first started running, way
his dad, Norm Fernee. They were made by Saucony,
and they were less expensive than most of the other

shoes, but Norm said they’d be OK for a new runner like
me. After some time, I started entering races and while
hanging around and socializing, I met Bob Fernee. He

was a hot shot, very fast, very far in front of me. During
a race, the only part of Bob that I ever saw was from

behind, as he disappeared into the distance ahead and
got obscured by the other runners.

Bob Fernee was always in JTCRunning, so we had

that in common. We worked together on different club
things, we talked about running, we were both on the

board of directors for years, and we staged the Ravines
Run together. He was the director and I was assistant.

He also loved girls, so we also had that in common. He
met and then fell for Nancy Jane. He courted her and
somehow convinced her to marry him, so his life got

busy, and my life was busy too, so we didn’t get to hang
out. We were still friends, but our paths diverged as the
demands of daily life kept us busy in our separate lives.
The time came when we needed to get a new editor for
The Starting Line because our previous editor decided

it was time to turn it over to someone else. Bob Fernee
ended up being the someone else. I was on JTCR’s
newsletter committee (and I still am) so suddenly, I

was having a lot more interaction with Bob. Every other

month, Bob would edit the newsletter and do a lot of the
writing for it too. People in JTCRunning knew Bob, or

new editor. And with Bob Fernee, the buzz never really
up things to print that would stir up our members, our
board of directors, and other runners as well.

Bob has decided that it is time to turn over the job of

editing The Starting Line to someone else. It seemed
to be a sudden decision, but we think he had been

contemplating his resignation for quite some time. The
newsletter committee and the JTCR board of directors
salute Bob for the outstanding job he has done as

editor. We are happy for the time we had to enjoy his

skills as editor, his creativity as our primary writer, and

his passion for our club. He will be missed. There isn’t

another Bob Fernee anywhere else. We salute Bob and
wish him the best of everything in the future.

You can see at the top of the page that the title of this

column is Letter from the “One Time” Editor, who is me,
Doug Tillett. I have worked this single edition of The
Starting Line and I admit that the job is deserving of

someone more skilled than myself. I feel lucky that this
edition has actually made it off my MacBook’s screen
for you to read. Fortunately, we have attracted a new
editor, who will be putting together the next edition of

The Starting Line. We are excited over the prospect of
a fresh, new vision for our magazine, coming from an

experienced and creative individual who is relishing the
opportunity to be the editor of The Starting Line.

President's Letter | Larry Roberts
The Club ended 2021 with two great December events--

JTC Running has unofficially adopted this urban gem of

Gasp on December 26. The Guana’s 50k Ultra and 12k

Global Running Day for Marathon High in June. If you

the Guana Trail Races on December 5 and the Last

drew full fields and runners were able to enjoy a return to
the post-race social at The Reef. In association with the
event, JTC Running is again this year making a $1000

donation to the GTM Research Reserve. The Last Gasp
cross-country fans gathered at Jacksonville University

for the 45th year. The large turnout enjoyed a sunny day

over a course soggy in places but recovered at the social
and awards ceremony that followed.

I really get excited this time of year!
The days are getting longer and
outdoor activities are picking up.
There are many fitness activities to choose from! Our

premier event, the Gate River Run, is early this year,
Saturday, March 5, to avoid conflict with the Players

Championship golf Tournament. Registration has been

up this year, even from pre-COVID levels, and the elite
runner interest is also high. So, look for a great field

and race day experience. Our exclusive “members-only
hospitality tent” is back this year with more room and

more port-a-lets. Wrist bands are required to enter and
are available to active members at our Runners Expo
booth. This year’s membership special will be three

years for the price of two: $40 for Individual, $50 for
Family, only available at our booth!

Track season has kicked off with our winter meet

at Bartram Trail High School on January 29. Series

Director, Kaitlin King, has scheduled four additional

meets (all at The Bolles School) the next being Saturday

morning, March 19. Online registration is free for all 2022
meets at JTCRunning.com. Please like and share our
meets Facebook event so we can get the word out.

Bring your children or grandkids out for one, and don’t be
shy yourself! The mile run on the track is fast and fun!

In this issue you will find photos of the trail refurbishment
the Club has completed at Tomahawk Park.

a park and made it the turn around point for the annual
haven’t been there, I highly recommend you visit.

For other options on where to run in Jacksonville,
check out that section of our revamped
JTCRunning.com website!

Work is continuing the LaVilla Link of the Groundwork

Jacksonville’s Emerald Trail. The plan is for the 3rd
Annual VyStar Emerald Trail 5k to be run on this new

trail section this fall. Mark Saturday, October 22 on your
calendar. This photo is the new section along Blanche

Street. Notice how wide the trail is! There will plenty of
room for pedestrians and cyclists in both directions.
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Big News! Change of address for JTCRunning!!!
We have had the same post office box mailing address for the entire history of the club. PO Box 24667, zip 32241.
Back in the early days of the club, a lot of the business was done on paper, by mail. Not so any more. We barely

get any written mail at all. Our original post office box was big. Really big. And expensive. It just didn’t make sense
anymore, in these modern electronic times, where most of our business is done on computers, online. So when we
got the bill for, who knows? $1,000?, for another year of a huge mailbox with no mail inside, we decide to “move” to
a different, more reasonably sized post office box that costs way less.

Our new address is JTCRunning, PO Box 58102, Jacksonville, FL 32241.
Again: JTCRunning, POBox 58102, Jacksonville, Fl 32241.
Yes, yes. Old habits are hard to change. But we have a new address. POBox 58102.
Just for fun, send an envelope to our new address: JTCRunning, PO Box 58102, Jacksonville, FL 32241. While

you’re at it, enclose a check for $20 and we will extend your JTCRunning membership for another year. Great deal!!

Press Release from JTCRunning:
Join us March 5, 2022, at the 45th Annual Gate River Run USA 15K Championship
hosted by JTCRunning, for the largest 15K run in the country.

Our race director advises that registrations are outpacing previous years by 30 percent!
Remember, JTCRunning members get discounted race entry fees, training classes,
and access to the Members’ Only Hospitality Tent at the Gate River Run.

To registerer for more information about volunteering, visit gateriverrun15K.com

JTCRunning Track Meet Updates
We have four meets upcoming. Register for free, if you do so in advance, at JTCRuning.com

All track meets are at The Boiles School track, 7400 San Jose Blvd, Jacksonville, Fl 32217

Saturday, March 19 - 8 am checkin - 9 am start
Saturday, April 16 - 3 pm checkin - 4 pm start - Distance Carnival
Saturday, May 14 - 8 am checkin - 9 am start
Saturday, June 18 - 8 am checkin - 9 am start
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New & Returning Members

Aileen

Abelgas

Judy

Carney

Michelle

Fredette

Casey

Adams

Scott

Ceniza-Levine

Claudia

French

Karen

Albert

James

Christoforo

Mark

Gannon

Richard

Amell

Joe

Clark

Mario

Garces

Matt

Armes

Kari

Clark

Fred R.

Gaudios

Herb

Armstrong

Colleen

Clarson

Kathryn

Gay

Timothy

Arnold

Jonathan

Compaan

Xinyi

Ge

Daniel

Ashworth, Jr.

Amiee

Cords

Stewart

Geiger

Cheryl

Atchison

Scott

Cordy

Theresa

Gentile

Rodger

Baldwin

Amanda

Crawford

Mark

Ghirardi

Cortney

Baller

Mattie

Culver

Becky

Gibson

Erica

Barnes

LeAnna

Cumber

Sandi

Gilbert

Sue

Basil

William

Darfler

Andrea

Giovanni

Elsie

Beauchamp

Jabari

Davidson

Scott

Gleason

Shelley

Beltz

Inita

Davis

Tamica

Gooden

Romain

Benjamin

Christy

DeRienzis

Christian

Griffith

Daniel

Benz

Michael

Desa

Barbara

Handman

Lauren

Berania

Jennifer

DeSantis

Dennis

Harrison

Heather

Bertera

Chris

Dickerson

Faith

Harrold

Zachary

Beston

Stephen

DoRego

Christina

Hart

Janet

Bezinque

Amber

Duke

Lauren

Heard

Eugene

Biala

Elaine

Dusetzina

Scott

Hellman

Ann

Bittinger

Stanley

Dutton

Paul

Henderson

John

Bolin

Steven

Eagerton

Tammy

Henson

Marc

Boran

Todd

Eddy

Danielle

Herriott

Bianca

Borghi

William

Emmett

Paul

Hibel

Michael

Brethour

Laura

Evans

Ronald

Hiett

Adam

Brooks

Steve

Evans

Hooper

Christopher

Brown

Wendy

Evans

Dorothy
"Brucie"

Michael

Browne

Jason

Evert

Danielle

Hughes

Heidi

Burgess

Kevin

Faircloth

Todd

Hull

April

Bynum

Charles

Farr

Rebecca

Iannello

Deryle

Calhoun

Billy

Fehrs

Daniel

Irazuzta

Salvador

Camacho

Bob

Fernee

Michael

Ivancik

James

Cardozo

Kelley

Fitzgerald

Tom

Ivancik

David

Carney

Brandon

Fox

Yousuf

Jafarey

Debbie

Johnson
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Egbert

Johnson

Hollie

Nettles

Ophelia

Scheibe

Ralph

Johnson

Andrew

Nevelos

Martha

Schier

Krysta

Johnston

Erin

Nilon

Douglas

Schlosser

Trevor

Jones

Nicholas

O'Donoughue

michael

schoenfeld

Bonnie

Jules

Marilyn

Oliver-Eaves

David

Schreck

Ciya - Vash

Kamiar

Kimberlee

Ormond

Matthew

Searfoss

Carman

Kasper

Jeff

Palmer

Tim

Setterlund

Michael

Kearney

Jessica

Palmer

Stephanie

Shieldhouse

Brittany

Kellar

Andrew

Pantazi

Scott

Silliman

Edward

Kelly

Kelsie

Parker

John

Slough

Sienna

King

Ty

Payne

Dionne

Smith

Ted

Kosters

Aaron

Peacock

Jennifer

Smith

Sharon

Langieri

Chris

Pearson

Laura

Smith

Aleksandr

Liudogovskii

Bill

Pennington

Randal

Smith

David

MacKinnon II

Phillip

Perry

Kyle

Smola

Maura

Madigan

Chris

Petranick

James

Speed

Greg

Maguire

Shaun

Phillips

Michael

Spong

Meredith

Maguire

Charles

Powell

Jay

Stowe

Tara

Maher

Leigh

Powell

Billy

Stringer

Ryan

Maloney

Wyatt

Putnal

Kathy

Stringer

Lisa

Mannino

Mills

Ramseur

Thomas

Stringer

Dillon

Mantei

Emily

Raymor

Dawn

Sumner

Michael

Manze

Jenny

Reger

Ian

Swann

Andy

Marello

Matthew

Reimer

Amanda

Sweeney

Andrew

Maynard

Radley

Remo

Carlene

Taylor

Jennifer

Mazzarella

Ben

Renshaw

Scott

Taylor

Maggie

McCloskey

Lauren

Rickoff

Tammie

Taylor

Maureen

McCormick

Yamirely

Rivera

Joanie

Teofilo

Orrie

McCrea

Karen

Romito

Bill

Thomas

James

McGuire

Phillip

Rowley

nannette

thomas

Leigh

Mills

Michael

Ruby

Michael
Elizabeth

Tibble
Vavrica

Tiffany

Morales

Chilombo

Sakangombe

chandler
Edwin

townsend
Wagner

Joshua

Morton

Sherry

Sanderford

Wendy
Stacy

Triviets
Webb

Patrick

Moses

Marcia
Elizabeth

Saulo
Vavrica

Nikita
Steven

Turrentine
West

Gary

Myers

Julie
Edwin

Schaltenbrand
Wagner

Gregory
Steve

Umberger
Williams

Rick

Natsch

Mark
Stacy

Scheibe
Webb

Ben
Ken

Van Male
Wilson

Elizabeth

Vavrica

Steven

West

Joseph

Zairo

Edwin

Wagner

Steve

Williams

Bruce T.

Zewicke

Stacy

Webb

Ken

Wilson

Alan

Zube

Steven

West

Joseph

Zairo

Steve

Williams
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JTC Running Hospitality Tent Returns for River Run 2022

Updates by Larry Sassa
We are pleased to announce the return of the popular JTC Running Hospitality Tent for Gate River Run
2022.
A highly valued JTCR Membership Benefit is access to the race day JTCR Hospitality Tent. Covid
restrictions prevented postrace social activities at last year’s River Run, but we are back for 2022.
Members! Be sure to stop by the JTC Running Expo Booth to pick up your wrist band for access to the
hospitality tent. What? Your membership has lapsed? – no problem – renew and you are in! While you are
at it, encourage your running friends to join JTC Running so they can share in the postrace fun.
The hospitality tent will again be located on the fairgrounds near the expo center. We will open from 6:30
AM and feature prerace snacks, water, coffee, a bag check area and PORT-O-LETS! After your race day
effort, come on back for catered food and beverages, (even beer!). More importantly come back to the
tent to celebrate with your friends and share your race day story, mile by mile.
NOTE: The bag check area is offered as a convenience to our members. Please plan to pick up your bag
immediately after your race as the tent area will close down at 11:45 AM.

Thoughts on the Run
Written by Larry Sassa
“Let The Lower Lip Flop” – Coach Wuske, would say as we cruised through our half mile repeats. Nearly
fifty years later those words echo in my thoughts as I ease into my morning run. I relax my jaw and negate
any tension in my face, neck and shoulders – it is all connected to one little phrase in my head – Let the
Lower Lip Flop! Coach was just reinforcing a key variable to running more efficiently and faster – Run
Relaxed! Like checking your vehicle dashboard – it helps to monitor your running dashboard too.
I hear my high school coach, Mr. Barry say – RELAX your arms Larry. I recall the day he had me do
quarter mile repeats holding a raw egg in each hand, he made his point, I learned to ease the tension in
my arms and running efficiency improved. As I continue on my morning run I shake out my left arm and
then the right, the arms naturally resume a relaxed position.
No matter what time of day you get your special run in –enjoy the ride and your thoughts on the run –
check your running dash board and “Let the Lower Lip Flop”!
Thanks to Coach Richard Barry, Williamsville North High School (1969 - 1972) and Coach Jim Wuske,
Mount Union College, (1972 - 1976), always in my thoughts.
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Calling all runners!

The 2022 JTC Running, Gate River Run Training Class just kicked off at the beginning of January. This
group of runners trains together twice a week for the Gate River Run taking place on March 5th, 2022.
The class welcomes all levels of runners and provides dedicated coaching and training plans, led by Alex
Bowles and Jennifer Desantis. This is Alex's first year as a coach for the class. She has participated as
a pace leader over the past few years and is now working on her RRCA coaching certification. JTC also
hosts a Half Marathon Training Class each fall.
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Hill Training for the Gate River Run…and Beyond: Part II
Written by Rob Coltman

When running uphill vs. flat we also see a significant

Once again, it’s just about that time of the year again
for JAX-area runners’ annual face-off with the Green

Monster! The Green Monster is the nickname of the
iconic, green-colored, Hart Bridge on the 15K Gate

River Run course (9.3 miles). What makes this race so

reduction in ground reaction or impact forces through the
lower extremity.

We also see an increase in step rate, or cadence,
heading up the hill.

special, and difficult, is that the Hart Bridge is situated in

When we go down the hill, ground reaction, or impact

AND specific hill training, very important for an optimal

tune of 52%. Braking forces (opposite of the propulsive

the last 2 miles of the course. This makes race strategy,
performance and an injury-free race.

Last year about this time, we wrote about hill training for
this event, and the importance of making sure to take

a patient approach and to integrate it into your training

several weeks prior to the Gate River Run, not just to run
a couple of hills prior to the event.

In summary from last year’s article:

forces, significantly increase compared to the flat, to the
forces above) increase even more to 73%. Propulsive

forces significantly drop compared to uphill and even flat.
Muscular contraction shifts to becoming more eccentric,
which means that the muscle is contracting and

lengthening at the same time, which is associated with
more muscular effort, delayed onset muscle soreness

and injury, and is a response to the increase in impact

forces as well as having to control the runner as she/he

The Hart bridge truly is a unique

heads down the hill. Step rate tends

runs on flat terrain. The incline of

flat.

challenge for a runner who typically

to decrease compared to uphill and

the bridge is 6%, it’s approximately

One can easily see that this is very

1/2 mile up, 1/2+ mile down, and

different than running on flat terrain,

it’s just over 140 feet high. This

and therefore, one should train

amount of incline, and length of the

frequently and progressively on hills to

bridge/spans, makes the effort over

be able to simulate these differences

the bridge challenging to the body,

to optimize performance as well as to

both going up, AND going down…

reduce injury risk at the Gate.

especially after running a hard 6-7 miles first.

This was last year’s article’s focus.

Additionally, when running uphill vs. running flat, we see

What I wanted to expand on THIS year, was the

a significant 75% increase in overall propulsive force,

meaning an increase in the muscular effort required of

most of the muscles of the lower extremities to go up the
hill. We see the most significant increases in the use

of the gluteal and hip flexor muscle groups, as well as

the gastrocnemius and soleus (posterior calf muscles).
We also see a smaller, but significant increase in the

use of the quad and hamstring groups. Additionally, the

muscles contract more predominantly concentrically than
when running on the flat, which means that they are

contracting and shortening at the same time, which is
actually an easier type of muscular contraction.
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argument that choosing this approach of year round hilltraining not only helps at the Gate River Run, but also

helps in injury prevention and performance throughout
the year.

Hill training is essentially a form of strength training.

You can again review the above summary to see the
increased challenges that it presents over flat terrain
running, and easily see that performing this type of

training will eventually adapt the body to handle this
higher workload.

Hill Training for the Gate River Run…and Beyond: Part II
There has been a lot of recent literature produced

focusing on strength training for endurance athletes

and how it can significantly improve endurance sport
performance.

A recent meta-analysis (multiple studies reviewed)

from the International Journal of Sports Physiology and
Performance summarized this key point and showed
that when endurance athletes (including runners,

cyclists, cross-country skiers, and swimmers) added a

strength training component to their training, it resulted
in improvements in energy cost of locomotion (running

As with any new form of training, integration can be

tricky as injury risk can be high if progression happens

too fast, so it’s best to speak with your favorite coach or
PT to help you best integrate hill work into your routine.
So, as we stated last year, at least make sure to train

on hills several weeks prior to a hilly race like the Gate
River Run, but it’s best to not stop utilizing hill training
year-round!

Good luck out there this year, and don’t let the ‘Green
Monster’ get ya!!

economy in our case), maximal power, and maximal
strength.

We also know that based on the Principle of Specificity
(the more an exercise resembles a functional task, the
better the exercise is at improving the performance of

that task) that running hills is essentially strength training
while running, which is about as close to the task of

running as you can get and still be strength training.

Therefore, we can be certain that hill training is superior

than just about any exercise that you can do in a gym for
specifically improving running.

And finally, we know that strength training itself

Rob Coltman, PT, MPT, OCS, MTC

but also to improve the tensile strength of these

Physical Therapist/Owner

areas that break down with repetitive endurance

Sloniger, Mark A., Kirk J. Cureton, Barry M. Prior, and Ellen M.
Evans. Lower extremity muscle activation during horizontal and uphill
running. J. Appl. Physiol. 83(6): 2073–2079, 1997.

So, in summary, we can clearly see that strength training

Gottschall JS, Kram R. Ground reaction forces during downhill and
uphill running. J. Biomech. 2005 Mar;38(3):445-52.

injuries.

Nicolas Berryman, Iñigo Mujika, Denis Arvisais, Marie Roubeix, Carl
Binet, and Laurent Bosquet. Strength Training for Middle- and LongDistance Performance: A Meta-Analysis

has been shown to, of course, strengthen muscles,

Board Certified Orthopedic Specialist

muscles and their tendons which tend to be the

Coltman & Baughman Physical Therapy

training.
can make you faster and can bullet-proof you from

Running hills is the form of strength training that most
resembles running, and therefore is one of the best

forms of strength training for running specifically. We

believe that because of these factors, that hill training
should be a part of your ANNUAL training plan to

optimize performance and reduce injury risk, especially

being that we live in flat Florida where we don’t get much
of a chance to run on undulating terrain.
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Guana Trail Race Summary 2021
Written by Mark Ryan, GTM Research Reserve Past
President and Race Director

You could see daylight emerge as you looked toward the
Atlantic Ocean a half hour prior to the start of the 2021

Guana Trail Races, held on December 5, 2021. At 8am,
Bob Becker, Race Director for the Keys 100, got the 50k

Stephen Cox was the men’s open champion, with a

time of 4:18:12.0. Nine-tenths of a second behind was
Sung Ho Choi, with a time of 4:18:12.9. Bruce, as his
friends call him, is 45, so he took the men’s masters

championship. Can you believe it? 50k and the top two
performers were less than a second apart!

runners started on their way for this year’s race. It was

The 50k women’s open winner was Eva George with a

hear the Atlantic Ocean roaring prior to the start. The

world, this was only her second 50k, but she performed

a spectacular morning for this year’s event, you could
temperature at the start was 56 degrees and the high
for the day was 71. The GTM

time of 4:20:41. Eva is relatively new in the ultra-running
like an ultra-veteran, running with Sung Ho Choi most
of the way and beating the

trails are 80% shaded, so the

second-place woman, Cason

conditions were great for the

Zylinski, by over 10 minutes.

race.

The 50k women’s master’s

winner was Ambler Hutchinson,

With the proximity to the

with a time of 4:59:04.

ocean to the east and with the
intracoastal waterway abutting

The 2x25k team event went off

system, there are portions on

Jon Olson and Michael Taras

the western edge of the trail

at 10am this year. The team of

the course that can be subject

won the race witha combined

to flooding. This happened on

time of 3:59:52. Their time

race day, there were three lower

was 36 minutes faster than the

sections on the trails that got

second-place team of Brent

wet as high tide was coming in,

so while these areas were dry in the morning, they had
standing water during the afternoon, in one case a foot

of standing water. Runners could carefully walk around
these spots, but it was tricky and many just ran through
the puddles.

The GTM Research Reserve is one of the most pristine

and beautiful venues for a trail race in Northeast Florida.
The trail system utilized for the Guana Trail Races is the
amazing GTM (Guana Tolomato Matanzas) Research

Reserve, one of 29 National Estuaries in America. The
Guana River trails are relatively flat with virtually no

elevation change. Most of the course is hard pack, but
like any good trail there are several tree roots runners
need to navigate during their journey.

In the 50k we had the most exciting finish in race

history as the two fastest men had a sprint to the finish.
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Gibson and Jesse Sites.

The 12k race had the most runners in race history, with

155 finishers. This race did not disappoint. The overall
and men’s open winner was Miles Wicks, a 14-year-old
in 8th grade. He finished with a time of 49:49, which is

a pace time of 6:36 per mile, on a trail and by a 14-yearold; great race Miles. The second-place finisher and the

12k Master’s champion was Nicholas Holian, with a time
of 52:40. The women’s open champion was Lourena
Maxwell, with a time of 56:24. The 12k Master’s title
went to Michelle McCullough, with a time of 1:02:58.
JTC Running, the largest running club in Northeast

Florida, puts on the race and donates the profits back to
the GTM Research Reserve, so it is a win for everyone.
Over the past few years this race has become the

biggest outreach event held each year at The Reserve
(as we call it).

Guana Trail Race Summary 2021
I am immensely proud of that fact; it was not my intention

clamoring for more, instead of them kicking your butt out

The 2021 edition of the GTR was my tenth year as Race

The event is always held the first Sunday in December,

Co-Race Director, Franz Lerch, will be taking over the

spectacular and unique venue and I guarantee you will

when I got involved with the race ten years ago.

Director of this unique event and it will be my last. My

event in 2022 and he will continue to do a great job. As
he has heard me say, I would rather go out with people

the door because they are tired of you.

so if you can ever arrange to be there for race day it is a
remember the event and maybe even see a deer, wild

turkeys or even an alligator during the race. The 2022
race will be Sunday, December 4th.

Tomahawk Park & JTC Running
JTCRunning has had a long-time support relationship with Tomahawk Park, which
is located in the Goodby’s Creek area of Jacksonville, about a one mile run from
the 1st Place Sports Baymeadows store. JTCR’s Doug Alred deserves credit

for spearheading the work to maintain the one-mile running trail in Tomahawk

Park. Working with the Jacksonville Parks Department, Doug Alred coordinated
the original effort to completely renovate the running trail about ten years ago.
Tomahawk Park is tucked within a residential neighborhood at 8419 San Ardo
Drive, Jacksonville, FL 32217.

Doug frequents the trail with some regularity and noticed that it had degraded

somewhat over the past ten years since we had it renovated. We should mention

that the renovation was remarkable, converting the overgrown, root bound, barely passable trail into one that was
a joy on which to take a nice run. But, back to current day, Doug noticed that roots had become trip hazards and
saw that numerous maintenance tasks were needed. Doug has a good relationship with the Jacksonville Parks

Department and worked with them and their contractors to have “our” trail renovated once again. JTCRunning paid
the $20,000 cost of the refurbishment.

You should plan a run there. It happens that the Tomahawk Park Trail is part of the course we run on Global Running
Day in support of Marathon High on the first Wednesday of June, which will be June 1 this year. As a running club,
we are particularly proud of this suburban trail and we are grateful to Doug Alred for his vision and consistent work
with the Jacksonville Parks Department to make this “no charge” resource available to runners and walkers in our city.
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The River Runner turns 20
Twenty years ago, JTCRunning presented a bronze statue titled “River Runner," to the City of Jacksonville. The
club’s first contribution of public art, River Runner started as a vision in Doug Alred’s mind one evening when he
had been to a show at the Florida Theatre and he was sitting in the park across from the theatre, waiting for the

rest of his party, and while he was sitting there enjoying his time in the park, he thought, “this would be a perfect

place to put a statue of a runner, to memorialize to the public that running is an important part of our city and that

JTCRunning is here to support running in Jacksonville, and that we have the best 15K road race in the country and
probably, really, the world.

Doug heads up the Vision and Planning Committee of JTCRunning. He shared his vision of having a statue to

commemorate the Gate River Run and got the rest of the JTCR board excited about it. We voted to erect a statue.
Man, oh, man, it sounds so easy. "Let’s put up a statue." In the end, it took around three years of meetings,

planning sessions, debates, coordination, selections, decisions, worry and frets. And them, Poof!, there was the

statue on the NorthBank Riverwalk at the foot of Newnan Street, where he still runs today, twenty years after the

dedication ceremony. Kudos go to Lamar Strother, charter member of our club, who handled the lion’s share of the
work needed to complete the project. Yay, Lamar!

We have a plaque on the ground next to the statue. It says, “River Runner - This statue was presented to the City

of Jacksonville, Florida, by the Jacksonville Track Club on March 3, 2002, to commemorate the 25th running of the
Gate River Run, a 15 kilometer foot race. The inaugural River Run started at this location on April 1, 1978. This

runner symbolizes the partnership between the City of Jacksonville and the Jacksonville Track Club’s Gate River
Run, the largest participatory sporting event in the city. Derby L Ulloa - Sculptor”

We urge you, on this 20th anniversary of placing this statue of a runner on the NorthBank RiverWalk, at the corner of

the Hyatt Regency Hotel, to take a moment to pause your run when you pass this statue, your statue, to consider the
importance of the Gate River Run to our city, and your own importance, as a JTCRunning member and active citizen
in Jacksonville, toward the fitness of our entire community.
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Porta-/potty etiquette (the poop scoop)
Written by a few members of the JTCRunning board of

I have seen and heard horror stories about the condition

Editor’s comment: We bet that you, dear reader, have

inside when it is not yet daybreak. One woman used one

directors

looked at the title and have already figured out the
subject of this article in The Starting Line. We fully
understand your possible reluctance to reading it.
Why would we even address this subject, you may be
wondering?
The idea was generated at a JTCR board meeting,
where we were all grappling with the big news that
our newsletter editor had unexpectedly and suddenly
resigned. What content do we have for the next
newsletter? Who will write something for The Starting
Line? In a sudden gust of brainstorming, three of
the most august and experienced members of the

of the toilets. It is especially dangerous to have to go

at Gate River Run before sunrise and was unable to see
excrement not only on the bench but all over the floor. It
was slippery and she fell and was covered in someone

else’s poop. She was unable to run the race because of
this and I can’t imagine what her drive home was like.

More than once we have had to lock a unit because of

the mess inside. Please think of all the people needing

to use it after you and make sure they have a safe albeit
smelly visit.

This next portion of the article was written by Todd

O’Donnell, a man of much footrace experience (and,

therefore, porta-potty experience) who offers his unique

board exclaimed that we should “leave it to them.”

perspective:

We are, after all, a group of runners, all of whom have

I was excited when I was asked to contribute to the

participated in races, all of which had porta-potty units
as necessary accessories to the events. These three
board members were going to write an article, offering
advice to users and telling a tale or two of things that
have happened. So… the rest of us left it to them.
Up first we have Jane Alred, a prominent individual at
1st Place Sports, the local company which stages races
almost every weekend. She has been working races for
years and she knows a lot about porta-potties and how
they should be approached. Her contribution to the
article:
One of the dreaded tasks at every race is a visit to the

porta-potty. Not only waiting in line for what seems like
an eternity shortly before the gun goes off, but even

worse is the unknown of what you may find inside. No
one would ever want to sit on the seat even if you are

the first to use it. Who knows how well they are sanitized
between each delivery?

The one rule that must be followed, is always make sure

you are directly over the opening and you stay there until
you are finished eliminating. It also helps if you have the

Starting Line. What do they want me to write about? My
experience working with elite athletes at the Olympic

Trials and the Gate River Run? My years of coaching?
Working with youth in the community? Um, no. How
about porta-potties, Todd?

Susan Haag and I have been wanting to work together

and have been waiting for the right script to come along.
I never thought it would be something like this but here
we are.

I remember in 2015 when those rose-colored iPhone

6s came out, my daughters were so excited. That year

at the Run for the Pies, I went to use a porta-potty and
there in the middle of a pile of poo at the bottom of the
reservoir was one of those new iPhones, all rosy and
gleaming except for the part that was covered in…

Anyway, I made a quick calculation. I am 6’0” with a

pretty long wingspan but this would have been just out

of my reach if I would have tried (I didn’t - eww). That’s

a tough break there and one of the main reasons I never
bring a phone in with me.

toilet paper in hand before you start. Also, do not leave
your trash on the bench or in the urinal.
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Porta-/potty etiquette (the poop scoop) cont.
When I work a race, I try to go right away when I get there One of the joys of being an old man is the urge to
and then hold off until after the race starts. The challenge
is everyone tries to go at once, similar to stopping at the
snack bar before a movie. (On a side note, why don’t

movie theaters allocate all their resources to the snack bar

frequently visit a bathroom. When we board a plane,

my son is locating the exits while I am scoping out the
bathrooms.

right before a movie begins? That’s where they make their
money. I never understood that).

Fun Facts
Generally speaking, the rule for ordering porta-potties is one for every 50 people, 40 if alcohol is being served.
The blue in the tank is there as more of an aesthetic choice than anything else. The visual would be much worse
without it.

If you are in one that is being tipped over and you have any control of the direction, you want it to go backward or
sideways, never forward. Trust me on this.

Our friends in the business say they still find phones in the tanks while servicing them, an average of two every
Jaguars game.

Next edition, I will discuss vomiting, also known as emesis and why if someone is tapping you on the shoulder at the
end of a race you better get out of the way.

For more information regarding the need for frequent urination, please talk to your physician.
And last, but certainly not least, we have Susan Haag, who not only runs footraces, but is also renown as a triathlete

who specializes in going for the really long ones, full ironman triathlons, events that require her to be on the race site
for all of the day and a lot of the night. This is an athlete who knows porta-potties. Here, her story:

You’re an athlete - barring some special skill, you are eventually gonna HAVE to experience the joy!
I’m personally just not willing to be the early bird - the first person to de-virginize the pot race morning! I am also not
willing to be taken out mid race with dehydration or an exploding bladder! And I do love some beer (recycled water
…. Or what do they call it???) post-race…

I really do try to “do unto others as I would have them do unto me!” - therefore I utilize super-kind pottyposturing!   Or porto-etiquette personified!   Or amplified!

And does anyone here - be honest - go in WITHOUT LOOKING IN/DOWN???” - I just can’t! I fear - as it happened
once, that the “innards” will be close to the edge near the seat and some part of me might touch …
So… I peer to protect my nether region & not slide all over a wet nasty seat and carry on!
I am most appreciative of a dry seat. Even if my legs never touch the seat, I do not like to have to avoid ANY part of
the “hole” because someone went wide! So be kind & wipe the seat - or better yet, have AIM!!! Do not allow those
behind you to think less of you because we will all blame the one who just exited for the mess!
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Porta-/potty etiquette (the poop scoop) cont.
I also know peeps who do not like to leave their “waste”

available for viewing for the next party and will lay TP on
top of it … I think I dig this nicety!!!

Some of my friends, in order to ensure cleanliness, carry
their own TP with them so they don’t have to check out
each of the 14 portas to find a #2 accessible one!

I have heard stories of folks who, upon needing “a

square to spare,” have been forced to find simply the
brown center roll… my good friend explained how he

was forced to tear that off & use it! I was understandably
horrified but was grateful for his industriousness and now
have an added arrow in my quiver!

I also AM NOT a fan of DARKENED ‘lets!!! My races
often go after dark and, of course, if you have been

hydrating since yesterday, at 10 pm you’re likely to need
one! I actually would much rather visit Mother Nature
in person than wander up to a blue receptacle whose

odor greets you about 50 feet away, and to slowly open
the door to peer into utter darkness knowing full well

the world’s waste is inside and you’re going to have to
somehow “by feel” handle your business.

I come unhinged if there is no TP to wipe down the
seat. I do NOT want anyone’s Porto DNA on me
anywhere!!

Once at a bike ride, I needed a quick trip because I

didn’t want to lose the group I was riding with. I asked a
volunteer & was directed toward a bank of them. I went

in and I believe that I have never experienced a rougher
or stinkier box EVER! I quickly mouthbreathed & got

out! Only later did I mention it to the group to learn I’d

missed the portas put out for us and instead, I had used

the Daytona Bike Week ones from about 3 months ago…
I still faint & cringe at that memory!

I have also been in a rush & run up to one, flung open
the door, only to find a Rorschach painting of various

liquidy, brown hues everywhere and been knocked back
out of the porta by the stench! Please don’t EVER foist
that off on anyone who follows you! EVER

Be a hero, use the manners your momma and daddy
taught you. We all poo, be smooth!

Gracious, after reading those contributions about portapotties from those three newsletter contributors, this
editor has no further words.

JTCRunning Track Meet Updates
We have four meets upcoming. Register for free, if you do so in advance, at JTCRuning.com

All track meets are at The Boiles School track, 7400 San Jose Blvd, Jacksonville, Fl 32217

Saturday, March 19 - 8 am checkin - 9 am start
Saturday, April 16 - 3 pm checkin - 4 pm start - Distance Carnival
Saturday, May 14 - 8 am checkin - 9 am start
Saturday, June 18 - 8 am checkin - 9 am start
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Coach's Corner: Train with a Faster Cadence to Race Faster

By Sean McCormack

cadence for greater periods of time. So, we really are not

One year ago, I wrote an article entitled “If you want

to race fast…you need to train faster”. I thought it was
a good time to revisit this important principle and add
an additional perspective. As all of us are aware, any

improving our top end speed but we are training to hold
tempo and leg cadence we already physically possess
for a longer period of time…. make sense?

You see it’s very simple, once your neuromuscular

form of athletic training is approached with the intent

system is trained at a slower pace, it becomes very

compete, the effort required is adaptable for the training

period of time. That’s not saying slow, long distance runs

of conditioning the body so that when it comes time to

regimen completed. Thus, in distance running, the early
stages of a race should feel relatively comfortable if we

want a good performance. For example, when running a
marathon, if you are feeling stressed or you’re pushing

it after the first third of the race, you’re probably in for a

long day. Or, after the first mile of a 5k you’re already in

oxygen debt, chances are you will slow significantly over
the final 2 miles. The goal should be to make that first

third of a race as comfortable as possible before the race
really begins. So, in a very broad sense, for this to occur
we must obviously improve our fitness level through

consistency, putting in the miles, and integrating quality
work in our training plan. Notice I avoided the term

“speed work” and used quality instead. The reason being
is that for distance runners to get better and improve
their race day performances, you really are getting

stronger vice getting faster. Sprinters train on becoming
more explosive and faster acceleration, but distance

runners get stronger by being able to carry a quicker
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difficult to get your legs to turn faster for any extended
are not necessary…they absolutely are to build base

and strength as well as recover from a hard workout.

However, if all your training is done at a slow pace and
leg cadence, when you race and try to go faster, you

will find that no matter how strong you are, your body

has not been conditioned at a faster cadence and you
will quickly build up lactic acid in your legs as well as

reach your anaerobic threshold. On the flip side, if your
neuromuscular system is trained on fast cadence &

turning them over quicker, it’s much easier as to race at
a slower cadence and still improve your performance.

You have essentially trained your neuromuscular system
to adapt and experience faster cadence than you plan

on racing. As a result, that first third of a race should feel
relatively comfortable and allow you to relax. Going back
to my article a year ago, let me revisit the example of

Haile Gebrselassie, considered the most accomplished
distance runner ever. He honed his speed first, and

then as he moved into his mid-20’s and got stronger, he

Coach's Corner: Train with a Faster Cadence to Race Faster
began to move up to greater distances. But he always

His journey is the same journey any elite runner now

planned to race at. He broke the world record in the 5k

follow that wishes to maximize his or her potential. Think

trained so his quality work was faster than the pace he
after competing at 1500 meters, then gaining strength,

he shattered the 10k world record. This trend continued

as he broke more & more world records including 15k,10
mile, half marathon & finally at age 35 he ran 2:03:51
and broke the world marathon record. All in all, he

set 28 world records & went 8 years without losing an
international competition. (including back to back 10k

Olympic Gold Medals) But his path to greatness was a
philosophy that was grounded in a simple theory…train
faster than you plan on the distance you are racing at.
In this regard, his body was always primed to relax in

a race. The pace felt easy because his neuromuscular
capacity was accustomed to running faster than the
distance he was racing.

follows and should be the journey any runner should
about it, if you run only 10k’s or further & then run a

5k hoping to run faster, you will not have trained at a

cadence that will allow you to perform at an anaerobic

threshold required. You will be racing at a pace you have
not prepared for & will probably not be able to sustain

the pace you had anticipated. However, if you have run

well at 5k & wish to elevate to a 10k, as long as you do
the consistent miles, sound quality & gain strength, the

cadence you are used to running will feel relatively easy

in the early stages of the race & will significantly increase
your odds of a PR performance.
Good Running, Sean
seanmichaelmccormack@gmail.com
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Weekly Training Runs
Sunday 6:30 am, Mandarin: Various locations and
distance. See Facebook page at www.facebook.com/pg/
JaxSundayRun/posts/ NO Facebook account necessary
Sunday 6:30 am, Atlantic Beach: Atlantic Bl.
& 1st Street. 5-10 miles.
Contact: Linda White; (C) 662-4928
whitelindab@bellsouth.net
Sunday 8:00 am, Jax Trails Group Run:
visit Jax Group Trail Running on Facebook

Thursday 6:30 pm, Springfield: Hyperion Brewery,
3-4 miles. Good beer at Hyperion after each run.
Historic neighborhood. Worth the trip!
Contact: Bill Dunn; wmdunn222@gmail.com
Friday 5:40 am, Mandarin: Beauclerc, Forest Circle,
7.5 miles.
Contact: Paul Smith; smithfccj@hotmail.com,
982-3730

Tuesday 5:35 am, San Marco: Southside United
Methodist Church 5-6 miles. Different pace groups from
7 to 9 minutes. Contact: Kelli Howard; 904-333-9208 text
or cell
Tuesday 6:30 pm, Baymeadows: Wicked Barley on
Baymeadows. Close to 1st Place Sports, 3.5 and 5 mile
routes. Enjoy great food and beer afterwards.
(The Wicked Road Warriors).
Contact: Steve Sassa; (904) 860-0053
Wednesday 5:30 am, Bolles School: Track Interval
Training, (JTC Running Members)
Contact: Paul Smith; smithfccj@hotmail.com, 982-3730
Wednesday 5:30 pm, Bolles School: Track Interval
Training (JTC Running Members)
Contact: Paul Smith; smithfccj@hotmail.com, 982-3730

Disclaimer on Weekly Workout Sessions:

The Wednesday morning and afternoon sessions at the Bolles School
are sanctioned by JTC Running and open only to registered members.
Information on all other sessions is provided as a courtesy only.
JTC Running does not sanction, manage, or insure these workouts.

